
SOURCING CACAO ETHICALLY

Due to the worldwide exploitation of cacao & of the (typically Black,

Indigenous, People of Color) farmer communities that grow it, it is paramount

that we all ensure our cacao is Fair Trade & sustainably grown whenever

possible. Always do research on a distributor's sourcing practices before buying.

Verified & recommended sources (as of April 2021) include:

Cacao King, Cacao Mama, & Rukuxulew

CACAO HISTORY

Cacao was once reserved only for the elite class of the Ancient Mayans &

Aztecs, for it was considered the "Food of the Gods." Cacao was a pillar of

their communities, economies & religions as a sacred medicine. The word

"cacao" originated from the Mayan word, "Ka'kau." In Mayan & Aztecan

creation mythologies, humans are partially composed of cacao through their

blood + hearts. 

Cacao was once Revered as Valuable as Gold

ANCIENT MAYAN & AZTECAN ORIGINS

Cacao grows across the world, from Bali to Africa to Central & South

America. Nigeria, Ghana, Ecuador, Ivory Coast, Indonesia & Cameroon

produce over 90% of the global cacao supply. Europe & North America, on

the other hand, consume 70% of the world's cacao.

With the rising demand of chocolate from North American & European

consumers, it is essential that folks consider how they source their chocolate

to ensure ethical, fair trade & sustainable practices. Cacao is produced

primarily by smallholder farmers who live on less than $2 a day & rely on

cacao for the majority of their income.

Grown & Shared Worldwide

CACAO TODAY

WHAT IS  CACAO?

Cacao contains the highest concentration of antioxidants & magnesium of

any food worldwide. It is rich in zinc, copper, iron, vitamin C, omega-6 fatty

acids & more. It has been found to improve digestion, fatigue, longevity,

libido, as well as skin, heart & brain health.

Additionally, it is a natural anti-depressant due to its Serotonin &

Anandamide (chemical of bliss) content. If you are taking any pharmaceutical

anti-depressants, consuming cacao may cause headaches, so please be mindful

with your body & drink plenty of water. Cacao also contains PEA, a chemical

that we produce in our bodies when we fall in love, that additionally supports

focus & alertness.

Contrary to popular belief, cacao only has a very minuscule amount of

caffeine (about 1/4th a regular cup of coffee). More-so, it has a stimulating &

energy boosting chemical called Theobromine. This is a healthy, sustainable

alternative to caffeine, although it does increase heart rate. Cacao is non-

addictive & there is no general recommended limit for consumption. Please

always drink water & listen to your body when communing with Cacao.

Cacao is the Most Pure & Original State of Chocolate

MORE THAN DRINKING CHOCOLATE
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CACAO FOR CEREMONY

When making cacao for sacred consumption in ceremonies, it is most highly

recommended to use a traditional cocoa stirrer, known as a molinillo whisk, in

order to best imbue the medicine with love & gentility. In other cases, a

regular whisk will do.

Choose whichever method is best available to you because ultimately, what

matters most when making ceremonial cacao are the intentions & prayers

you place over the medicine. Expressing gratitude & calling in what you'd like

the medicine to assist with helps to activate the cacao spirit within.

MAKING CACAO DRINKS

10-20 grams : 4-8 oz | Serves 1 person

20-40 grams : 16 oz | Serves 2 people

1/2 lb-1 lb or 200-400 grams : 1/2 gallon-1 gallon | Serves 20 people

1 lb-2lbs or 400-800 grams :  1-2 gallons | Serves 40 people

Using Cacao Paste & Water/Milk

RATIO

- Cacao paste (preferred), best finely chopped

- Water or milk of choice

- Spices or adornments of choice (optional) can include cayenne, cinnamon,

Redmond Real Salt, cardamom, turmeric, lavender, rose petals

- Natural sweeteners of choice (optional) can include maple syrup, vanilla

extract, honey

Ingredients

RECIPE

Easiest Method

- Heat liquid of choice from stovetop or kettle

*Note: Stop heating before water boils, as boiling can burn the nutrients & retract

cacao health benefits

- Combine cacao, liquid & additional ingredients in blender

- Blend until smooth; enjoy!

Note: Blenders help break down the paste chunks/nibs for a smooth texture. If you

are not using one, chop down the paste into fine powder & combine all

ingredients on stovetop. Be sure to stir well (+ with love).

*Cacao Ceremonialists do not typically recommend the blender method if there is

an intention of deeply communing with the Spirit of Cacao, as the blender can

feel harsh energetically. Taking the process slow over stove-top in a pot allows for

more peaceful energetics & prayers to be imbued while activating the medicine.

Note: These are starting ratios; a little goes a long way. Drink as much as you please &

feel free to adjust to taste as desired.

Opportunities for Healing, Connection & Love

Cacao

Communion
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1) Rest your hands over the Cacao, & pay thanks: for its medicine, for all

the hands that brought it to you, & its original, Indigenous guardians.

2) Invite the energies you'd like to connect with, (ie. Spirit of Cacao,

your 'Higher Self', Personal Guides/Ancestors, Spirits of Compassion)

3) Stir the Cacao clockwise while making prayers, singing heartfelt

songs, or meditating. These may be considered 'offerings'.

4) Feel into your intention. Why do you want to commune with Cacao

today? After you feel your intentions in your heart, take your first sip.

GUIDANCE FOR RITUAL
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JOIN US IN CIRCLE

You are warmly invited to connect with Crystal Claire for upcoming cacao

ceremonies. Our ceremonies often incorporate fundraisers where

proceeds support Indigenous communities & environmental causes. 

 Let's connect to stay in touch & honor this sacred medicine together.

What do you love about Cacao? We'd love to hear!

Heart-to-heart dialogues, including therapy + group circles

Connecting with Earth elements, such as Moon Ceremonies

Gardening, Hiking, Camping– any connection to nature

Enhancing Creativity, including art creation

Meditation & Shamanic Journeying

Gaining Life Path Clarity

Restoring Love in relationships; such as helping to work through & heal

inter-personal wounds with friends, family, partners

CACAO CEREMONY

While you make & share cacao, it is essential to give honor to the origins of

this medicine. It is such a privilege to have access to it, especially in a

ceremonial context. It was only in recent years that Mayan elders gave

permission to the collective to share these sacred practices worldwide– & they

chose to because they believe humanity needs this heart-healing medicine.

Spend a moment by yourself or shared with others thanking the ancestral

carriers of this medicine that brought cacao to your hands. If you know where

the Cacao specifically came from, pay gratitude its histories.

Thank you for this Sacred Medicine

HONOR TO THE MEDICINE'S ORIGINS

Consider all the things in your life that you have to be grateful for.

Remember that gratitude is one of the highest frequencies we can feel & one

of the healthiest human emotions. Giving presence to all of the good in our

lives helps us more deeply commune with the Spirit of Cacao.

Attitude of Gratitude is Everything

WHAT ARE YOU GRATEFUL FOR?

Many activities can benefit from Cacao, including but not limited to:

RITUAL PRACTICES

@TempleOfTheWhiteRose @CrystalClaire.xo
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Whatever your intention, the key is always to allow your heart to lead the

way. Know that when you commune with Cacao, especially with care, you

are already connecting to the Great Spirit of Cacao. You do not need to do

anything more than simply listen in order to receive its multi-

dimensional medicine. The more one trusts in the process & allows their

relationship with the medicine to deepen via intuitive faith, the more likely

one may experience the spiritual-psychedelic wisdoms Elder Cacao

Guardians speak of. Make space for your intuition & heart to be given full

presence to.

Listen to your Heart to Hear Spirit's Wisdom

RECEIVING
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